Antenna System Lay-out
L1 BAND ANTENNA RF CIRCUIT TEST
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERN TEST
Stars Navigation Technologies Ltd
Innovative GPS and AVL Car Security Systems

---

**File:** ours.gps
**Screen:** 8

**Positioning Stats.:**
- 0 metres
- Pts. 24008 (100.0%)
- 25 metres
- Pts. 0 (0.0%)
- 50 metres
- Pts. 0 (0.0%)
- 75 metres
- Pts. 0 (0.0%)
- 100 metres
- Pts. 0 (0.0%)
- Total Pts. 24008

**Dop Filter = 100.0**
**Rej. = 0 (0.0%)**

**Trajectory:**
- F1 -> Hz Traj
- F2 -> Zoom In/Out
- F3 -> Alt Variation
- F4 -> Hz Variation
- F5 -> Dop Filter
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**File:** others.gps
**Screen:** 8

**Positioning Stats.:**
- 0 metres
- Pts. 3434 (84.3%)
- 25 metres
- Pts. 355 (10.0%)
- 50 metres
- Pts. 215 (4.8%)
- 75 metres
- Pts. 18 (0.5%)
- 100 metres
- Pts. 0 (0.0%)
- Total Pts. 3434

**Dop Filter = 100.0**
**Rej. = 0 (0.0%)**

**Trajectory:**
- F1 -> Hz Traj
- F2 -> Zoom In/Out
- F3 -> Alt Variation
- F4 -> Hz Variation
- F5 -> Dop Filter
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